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Early enthusiasm over a physical return to work 
has abated.
Fewer than half of fully remote adults want to go back to the office,
a figure that has slipped since fall 2020. Remote workers also feel 
they’ve become more productive amid the work-from-home 
pandemic lifestyle.

Workers will flex their newfound choice 
and power.
The current employee market means workers have an emboldened 
sense of choice and control over where and how they work, and 
employers should take note.

The “Great Resignation” is actually a “Great 
Reprioritization.”
Instead of accepting what they can’t change, workers are changing 
what they will no longer accept: 14% of workers have left their jobs 
since the pandemic began, with many citing a toxic work 
environment and better work-life balance as major reasons why.

Meet the 5 types of new workers in our
new normal.
Minimalists don’t expect much from their work; Transactionalists 
view their jobs as a utility; Aspirationalists are in love with their 
careers; Traditionalists embrace a more traditional approach to 
work; and Lifestylists look to work to enable their personal 
priorities and hobbies.

The importance of competitive pay, work-life 
balance and a diverse leadership team varies 
across these 5 types of workers.
Health care benefits and working for a company with a good 
reputation are the most appealing attributes to Aspirationalists, 
for example.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
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We are never going back to normal, but 
we are going back to work.
Average U.S. adults and their employers are 
planning the transition to a “new normal” of 
working — one that is still murky despite the 
term’s ubiquity. Although employers have 
spent countless hours and dollars preparing 
for how their employees will “return to the 
office,” there has yet to be an in-depth 
evaluation of who is returning and how their 
values differ from one other.

Based on a January 2022 survey of more 
than 6,600 U.S. adults, including 3,500 
employed adults, Morning Consult’s “New 
Workers, New Normal” report provides 

insights into people’s priorities, work 
preferences and lifestyles, as well as the 
questions leaders across disparate 
industries should be asking themselves and 
their teams.

This report’s key insights are drawn from 
advanced analytics in the form of a cluster 
analysis to provide a unique view of the 
current worker as the country transitions to 
a new normal in the workplace — whatever 
that may entail.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY



The Great 
Reprioritization
Workers’ values and expectations of their employers 
have changed

SECTION 1
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Fewer than half of full-time remote workers want to return to the office

Share who said they would be comfortable returning to 
the office if their employer announced they could do so 

next week

Share who said they would like to return
to the office as soon as it’s safe to do so

Weekly surveys conducted among representative samples of 2,200 U.S. adults with an unweighted margin of error of +/-2 percentage points.  

50%

59%

40%

52%

63% 64%

Jan 17
2021

Jan 1
2022

57%

51%

64%

48%

78%

66%

Jan 17 
2021

Jan 22
2022

All employed adults

Full-time remote 
due to COVID-19

Part-time remote 
due to COVID-19
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The remote option has become cemented in work culture

Share who said they would be more likely to 
apply for a job with the option to work 

remotely, even once the pandemic is over

Share who said they would consider quitting if 
their employer asked them to return to the office 

before they felt safe doing so

Average share trust their 
employer “a lot” since 
September 2021

Employee trust of their 
employer varies based on 
their current work situation

56%
59%

68%

82%

59%

76%

Jan 17
2021

Jan 22
2022

40% 39%

52%
55%

45%

50%

Jan 17
2021

Jan 22
2022

30%

29%

34%

Employed adults

Full-time remote 
due to COVID-19

Part-time remote 
due to COVID-19

Weekly surveys conducted among representative samples of 2,200 U.S. adults with an unweighted margin of error of +/-2 percentage points.  

All employed adults

Full-time remote 
due to COVID-19

Part-time remote 
due to COVID-19
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• Most pre-pandemic office workers are still 
working in person, and 67% of in-person 
workers prefer to keep it that way. That’s in 
contrast to the 44% of overall workers who 
prefer in-person work.

• A plurality of those who prefer a hybrid 
model are currently working in person. 
Relatively few hybrid workers (15%) want to 
go fully remote.

• Just over half of employed adults (51%) 
have worked remotely at some point during 
the pandemic.

• Only 44% of employed adults would prefer to 
do most of their work in person. Gen Z adults 
and Gen Xers are more likely than other 
generations to prefer working in an office.

How the pandemic impacted where we work and where we want to work

Survey conducted Jan. 21-25, 2022, among 3,535 employed U.S. 
adults, with an unweighted margin of error of +/-2 percentage points. 
Figures may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Pre-pandemic 
work location

Current work 
location

Current 
preference

72%
in person

62%
in person

44%
in person

9% hybrid

10% hybrid

27% hybrid

15%
remote

28%
remote

29% remote

4% unemployed
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The pandemic prompted cutbacks and layoffs at companies across the 
country, but a more significant shift occurred among individual workers who 
decided proactively to make a change.

Since the initial rise of COVID-19, 14% of Americans have voluntarily quit or 
resigned their jobs. And while 16% have started a new job, nearly as many 
have completely switched industries or professions.

Many people have experienced layoffs, but more have chosen change

Intention appears to be outweighing desperation as a driver of change: 17% of 
adults say they received a job offer during the pandemic that they ultimately did 
not accept.

The “Great Resignation,” as it has been called, is not over yet. Nearly a quarter of 
those who are currently employed say they’re going to leave their current job for a 
new job or to take time to look for a new job in the next year. These intentions are 
driven by several factors.

16% 14% 12% 11% 9% 7%

Started a 
new job

Voluntarily quit 
or resigned

Switched to a different industry 
or changed professions

Permanently 
laid off

Put on temporary 
unpaid leave

Put on temporary 
paid leave

Employee decision Employer decision

Survey conducted Jan. 21-25, 2022, among 6,610 U.S. adults, with an unweighted margin of error of +/-1 percentage points.
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For those who voluntarily left jobs as well as those 
considering a switch, pay was and is the primary 
motivator. But those who have already left roles tend 
to cite more urgent matters such as a toxic work 
environment or difficult manager as reasons for the 
change, while those who have not yet made the leap 
are more driven by the need for flexibility.

While there are differences in what drives change 
among hourly and salaried workers, they are minimal. 
Salaried workers are slightly more likely to say they 
want to trim their hours, while hourly workers are 
looking for more time on the clock.

Ultimately, most change drivers boil down to workers 
prioritizing what’s important rather than accepting 
circumstances that feel inflexible or set in stone due to 
pandemic-driven policy changes at many companies.

The “Great Resignation” is actually a “Great Reprioritization”

Top 5 reasons those who left jobs made a change

39%

38%

38%

35%

29%

24%

26%

20%

21%

26%

Toxic/hostile work environment

Was not paid enough

Found a new role that is a better fit

Boss/manager did not treat me well

No opportunities for promotion

Major reason Minor reason

44%

43%

36%

36%

36%

32%

32%

33%

33%

31%

Want better pay

Want better work-life balance

Feel burned out

Want flexibility in when I work

Want flexibility in where I work

Top 5 reasons those who are considering leaving want to go

50% of millennials 
said they left their 
positions because 
they weren’t paid 
enough, more than 
any other generation.

There was no notable 
gender gap among 
those who cited 
burnout as a reason 
to leave.

Survey conducted Jan. 21-25, 2022, among 938 U.S. adults who voluntarily 
quit, with an unweighted margin of error of up to +/-3 percentage points.

Survey conducted Jan. 21-25, 2022, among 1,678 employed U.S. adults, 
with an unweighted margin of error of up to +/-2 percentage points.



Understanding Workers
in the New Normal
A segmentation analysis of roughly 3,500 U.S. workers

SECTION 2
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To better understand the U.S. workforce today, 
Morning Consult ran a cluster analysis that netted 
five distinct groups of workers in the new normal: 
Minimalists, Transactionalists, Aspirationalists, 
Traditionalists and Lifestylists.

We chose a cluster analysis because it is a 
rigorous and useful tool for grouping workers not 
only based on demographics, but also according 
to their attitudes and other factors that would not 
be obvious otherwise.

We decided against taking a traditional approach 
to segmenting workers because people have 
fundamentally changed since the inception of the 
pandemic. No one is the same as they were 
heading into it, and workers are no exception.

Brands can’t assume that the same workers 
are returning. They must adapt to the new 
expectations, preferences and demands of 
their employees.

Employers need to take a fresh look at their 
workplaces and assess how they rise to the 
challenges of new workers if they want these 
spaces to be effective and relevant to the 
new workforce.

Let’s meet the new workers in our new normal…

Introducing cluster analysis to segment 
new workers
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Five types of workers in the new normal

Minimalists Transactionalists Aspirationalists Traditionalists Lifestylists

W H A T  D E F I N E S  T H E M

Minimalists don’t expect much 
from their work. They don’t 
prioritize a sense of meaning or 
pride in their career — and yet they 
are fairly satisfied with their jobs, 
reporting positive sentiment.

Transactionalists view their 
professional lives as a quid pro 
quo. Their indifference to work isn’t 
antagonistic; rather, this cohort 
tends to be younger and 
part-time, and they don’t prioritize 
career growth.

Aspirationalists see their careers as 
a means of making a real impact on 
the world and are drawn to 
employers with strong cultures and 
lucrative career paths.

Traditionalists’ jobs provide a means 
of living and some measure of 
satisfaction, but a job is still just a 
job to them. They differ from 
Transactionalists by reporting higher 
job satisfaction and longer tenure.

Lifestylists work to support their 
personal priorities and hobbies. 
They care about work as both a 
means of providing and as a source 
of benefits.

W H O  T H E Y  A R E

• Most likely to be salaried
• Skew male
• More likely to be remote 

or hybrid 
• Skew more tenured

• Least likely to have benefits
• Least tenured group
• Highest share of Gen Z adults
• Skew hourly
• Tend not to have dependents

• Most likely to be millennials and 
to have dependents

• Skew salaried
• Tend to work in person
• Skew more tenured

• Most likely work hourly and 
in person

• Tend not to have dependents
• Skew more tenured

• Most likely to be remote and 
mixed tenured

• Skew female
• More likely to be hourly
• Tend not to have dependents

W O R K  A T T I T U D E S

Relatively satisfied with work, 
having the strongest preference for 
a hybrid work environment.

Lowest job satisfaction; tend to 
prefer in-person work.

Highest job satisfaction rating. The 
only group to say work is a priority, 
and that they derive great 
fulfillment from career success.

Strongest preference for 
in-person work.

Strongest preference for 
remote work.
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Now that you’ve met the different 
categories of workers in our new 
normal, let’s step back and see how 
they fit within the larger ecosystem 
of workers.

The size of each worker profile 
represented here is based on their 
relative share of the total workforce. 
Their distance from one other 
represents degree of similarity. 
And each group is based on 
certain drivers.

For more on how we conducted our 
segmentation analysis, see the 
methodology section at the end of 
this report.

The New Worker, New Normal ecosystem

Survey conducted Jan. 21-25, 2022, among 3,535 
employed U.S. adults, with an unweighted margin 
of error of +/-2 percentage points. Figures may not 
add up to 100% due to rounding.

30%
Traditionalists

Drivers: 3

17%
Minimalists
Drivers: 3

19%
Transactionalists

Drivers: 18

18%
Aspirationalists

Drivers: 20

16%
Lifestylists
Drivers: 9
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terms of shared values
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Minimalists
Minimalists don’t expect much from their work.

They are characterized by not prioritizing a sense of 
meaning or pride in their career — and yet they are 
fairly satisfied and report positive sentiment about 
their jobs.

Minimalists as a group are second most likely to have 
dependents: 62% have a child under 18, 26% provide 
care to a parent or relative, and 15% care for a child or 
relative with a disability.

A large majority of Minimalists (81%) have worked 
remotely at some point during the pandemic, and they 
strongly prefer a hybrid work environment compared 
with other groups.

Biggest threats: Minimalists feel underpaid, want a 
better work-life balance and suffer from burnout. A 
majority (56%) are interested in leaving their current 
job, and 28% are interested in leaving their job for a 
new job, specifically.

Gender Dependent status Rate of pay

Tenure Generation Work preference

Importance of Work Job Satisfaction

6 months or less

7 months to 2 years

3 to 7 years

8 years or more

Gen Z adults

Millennials

Gen Xers

Baby boomers

Remote

Hybrid

In person

Other

79%

18%
4%

Salaried Hourly Other

66%

Have dependent(s)

70%

Male

30%

Female

78%
satisfiedMy work is a priority in my life, and I derive 

great personal fulfillment from achieving 
success in my job/career (36%)

My work is important but not a top priority, 
and I derive more personal fulfillment from 
other parts of my life (62%)

Survey conducted Jan. 21-25, 2022, among 3,535 employed U.S. adults, with an unweighted 
margin of error of +/-2 percentage points.
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Transactionalists
Transactionalists view their professional lives as a 
quid pro quo.

They don’t expect their job to provide meaning, 
balance, community or even good compensation. This 
indifference isn’t necessarily antagonistic; 
Transactionalists just aren’t in love with their profession 
and may not prioritize career growth.

They are more likely to be part-time, hourly workers 
and are less likely to have dependents. These workers 
are also less financially secure and have the 
fewest benefits.

Biggest threats: Transactionalists are the least 
satisfied with their jobs, feel less pride in them, and are 
more likely to feel underpaid or burned-out. However, 
they are least likely to leave their job, and thus pose 
less of a churn risk.

Gender Dependent status Rate of pay

Tenure Generation Work preference

Importance of Work Job satisfaction

6 months or less

7 months to 2 years

3 to 7 years

8 years or more

Gen Z adults

Millennials

Gen Xers

Baby boomers

Remote

Hybrid

In person

Other

21%

73%

5%

Salaried Hourly Other

40%

Have dependent(s)

59%

Male

41%

Female

63%
satisfiedMy work is a priority in my life, and I derive 

great personal fulfillment from achieving 
success in my job/career (30%)

My work is important but not a top priority, 
and I derive more personal fulfillment from 
other parts of my life (61%)

Survey conducted Jan. 21-25, 2022, among 3,535 employed U.S. adults, with an unweighted 
margin of error of +/-2 percentage points.
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Aspirationalists
Aspirationalists see their careers as a means of making 
a real impact on the world and are drawn to companies 
and organizations with strong cultures and lucrative 
career paths.

They’re likely to be swayed by branding that highlights 
the higher-order impact of an employer’s work.

Specifically, this group places more importance on the 
ability to make a difference in the world and the lives of 
others relative to the other cohorts, and they’re drawn 
to employers with strong cultures, DEI policies and 
environmental initiatives. 

Biggest threats: While Aspirationalists sound like 
desirable employees given their intense motivation and 
personal fulfillment derived from work, that motivation 
also means they’re more likely than most other groups 
to look elsewhere for a new role (27% report planning 
to leave for a new job in the next year). This group is 
susceptible to burnout and more likely to leave in 
search of better work-life balance and flexible hours or 
locations, in addition to compensation.

Gender Dependent status Rate of pay

Tenure Generation Work preference

Importance of Work Job satisfaction

6 months or less

7 months to 2 years

3 to 7 years

8 years or more

Gen Z adults

Millennials

Gen Xers

Baby boomers

Remote

Hybrid

In person

Other

60%
36%

4%

Salaried Hourly Other

71%

Have dependent(s)

58%

Male

42%

Female

88%
satisfiedMy work is a priority in my life, and I derive 

great personal fulfillment from achieving 
success in my job/career (69%)

My work is important but not a top priority, 
and I derive more personal fulfillment from 
other parts of my life (31%)

Survey conducted Jan. 21-25, 2022, among 3,535 employed U.S. adults, with an unweighted 
margin of error of +/-2 percentage points.
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Traditionalists
Traditionalists’ jobs provide a means of living and some 
measure of satisfaction, but a job is just a job to them. 
They differ from Transactionalists in having higher job 
satisfaction and longer tenure.

Providing for their family is important to this group. 
They also are more likely to feel comfortable going into 
the office and report being happier with their job 
relative to the average worker.

Traditionalists are the least likely to have voluntarily 
quit or resigned during the pandemic.

Roughly three-quarters (74%) prefer in-person work. 
Traditionalists are the least likely to have been working 
remotely before the pandemic and are the least likely 
to have gone remote at any time since. Prior to the 
pandemic, this group reported the shortest commute 
on average.

Biggest threats: Traditionalists’ intent to leave for 
another job is below the average (20% compared with 
24% of all adults), but among those considering it, 
feeling underpaid is the top reason.

Gender Dependent status Rate of pay

Tenure Generation Work preference

Importance of Work Job satisfaction

6 months or less

7 months to 2 years

3 to 7 years

8 years or more

Gen Z adults

Millennials

Gen Xers

Baby boomers

19%

78%

3%

Salaried Hourly Other

35%

Have dependent(s)

56%

Male

44%

Female

76%
satisfiedMy work is a priority in my life, and I derive 

great personal fulfillment from achieving 
success in my job/career (27%)

My work is important but not a top priority, 
and I derive more personal fulfillment from 
other parts of my life (68%)

Remote

Hybrid

In person

Other

Survey conducted Jan. 21-25, 2022, among 3,535 employed U.S. adults, with an unweighted 
margin of error of +/-2 percentage points.
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Lifestylists
Lifestylists work to support their personal priorities 
and hobbies.

They care about work as both a means of providing and a 
source of benefits. Flexibility, work-life balance and 
self-fulfillment matter to this cohort about as much 
as compensation.

Providing for their family is especially important to this 
group. Practical considerations — flexibility, work-life 
balance, competitive pay, feeling safe at work and quality 
benefits — are more important to them.

Biggest threats: Lifestylists are especially sensitive to 
changes around remote work and uncompetitive total 
compensation packages. Remote work gives them more 
control over shaping their work-life balance, and they are 
wary of what they stand to lose by returning to the office. 
Lifestylists as a group are most likely to find a job in the 
next year (31%) that supports their goals and values.

Gender Dependent status Rate of pay

Tenure Generation Work preference

Importance of Work Job satisfaction

6 months or less

7 months to 2 years

3 to 7 years

8 years or more

Gen Z adults

Millennials

Gen Xers

Baby boomers

26%

60%

14%

Salaried Hourly Other

34%

Have dependent(s)

38%

Male

62%

Female

70%
satisfiedMy work is a priority in my life, and I derive 

great personal fulfillment from achieving 
success in my job/career (27%)

My work is important but not a top priority, 
and I derive more personal fulfillment from 
other parts of my life (69%)

Remote

Hybrid

In person

Other

Survey conducted Jan. 21-25, 2022, among 3,535 employed U.S. adults, with an unweighted 
margin of error of +/-2 percentage points.
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Lifestylists heavily prefer a remote work 
experience, while Traditionalists are the most 
likely to prefer in-person work.

In the same vein, Lifestylists report feeling the 
least comfortable returning to an office. 
Career-loving Aspirationalists report the most 
eagerness, but remember: For our workers, 
comfort levels don’t necessarily translate to 
productivity gains.

Aspirationalists, who are most likely to be 
millennials with dependents, and Lifestylists, 
who look to their job to support their lifestyle, 
demand the most flexibility from work.

The “work to live vs. live to work” scale is a 
qualitative estimate based on several factors 
from our analysis.

How our new workers’ values compare to one another

Survey conducted Jan. 21-25, 2022, among 3,535 employed U.S. 
adults, with an unweighted margin of error of +/-2 percentage 
points.

Where they prefer to work

How comfortable they’d be returning to an office

The importance of a flexible work environment

Whether they work to live or live to work

in person hybrid remote

very uncomfortable very comfortable

work to live live to work

not important at all very important

Minimalists Transactionalists Aspirationalists Traditionalists Lifestylists

1                 2                 3                 4                 5                 6                 7                8 9                10

1                 2                 3                 4                 5                 6                 7                8 9                10

1                 2                 3                 4                 5                 6                 7                8 9                10

1                 2                 3                 4                 5                 6                 7                8 9                10
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Employers need to identify how their workforce stacks up against these different segments. 
It’s not enough just to know what employees look like and what distinguishes them. Leaders 
must also understand how workers think about their employers.

What these worker profiles mean 
for employers

Questions employers should ask themselves:

• How do these profiles compare with our internal understanding of 
worker priorities?

• How do our current benefits align with the priorities of each group?

• Do our work environment and policies cater more to one group than to 
others? Are there gaps to address or opportunities to seize?

• Which type of worker is our current value proposition most likely to attract?

• To what extent have we as an employer evolved to meet the needs of the 
new worker?

Reach out to learn more about how our custom research solutions can identify these 
groups in your workforce.

https://info.morningconsult.com/request-a-demo


Personal Values Guide 
Professional Decisions
What our new workers in the new normal want from their 
current, and future, employers

SECTION 3
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The choices to return to an office, take on 
additional hours and relocate for a job are 
weighed against personal factors that might be 
more important now than they once were. With 
more employers offering more flexibility even in 
jobs where remote work was once thought 
impossible — such as retail and health care —
workers have more factors to consider when 
deciding whether to stay with their current 
employer or move on to another job that better 
aligns with their larger life goals.

Employers, in turn, must weigh decisions about 
reopening offices, offering additional flexibility 
in terms of hours and locations, and supporting 

long-term remote work if doing so aligns with 
workers’ priorities. They must recognize that 
missteps risk driving workers to new jobs that 
can better accommodate their preferences.

But it’s not as simple as just tacking on remote 
and hybrid options. These offerings need 
careful thought and attention, as workers have 
varying career challenges when they spend 
less time in the office — namely, communicating 
effectively with co-workers and doing work that 
is both visible and rewarded.

The Great Reprioritization means workers are better 
able to align their professional decisions to their 
personal goals and values.
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Importance of personal goals and values

Mapping each group according to 
its members’ values reveals that 
work engagement mirrors personal 
life engagement.

For Aspirationalists, the drive to find 
fulfillment at work is consistent with 
their larger life goals.

Traditionalists and Lifestylists also 
have strong familial drivers at work, 
and this is reflected in their
personal values.

Survey conducted Jan. 21-25, 2022, among 3,535 
employed U.S. adults, with an unweighted margin 
of error of +/-2 percentage points.

Share of respondents who ranked each item an 8, 9 or 10 in importance, with 0 being “not important at 
all" and 10 being “very important”

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Providing for myself and my family

Spending quality time with my family and friends

Relationships with my family and friends

Being a good parent

Having a successful marriage

Making a difference in the lives of others

Making the world a better place

Success in my job or having a successful career

Buying a home

Having a high-paying career or profession

Religion/religious values

Having a postgraduate degree or certification

Minimalists Transactionalists Aspirationalists Traditionalists Lifestylists
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Most workers are comfortable with COVID-19 policies, but many aren’t ready to return to the 
office

Comfort with employer’s pandemic policies

39%

34%

71%

46%

53%

46%

46%

19%

36%

23%

11%

14%

4%

10%

11%

4%

6%

6%

7%

12%

Very
comfortable

Somewhat
comfortable

Somewhat
uncomfortable

Very
uncomfortable

Average comfort with returning to in-person 
work, on a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being “not 

comfortable” and 10 being “very comfortable”

Minimalists

Transactionalists

Aspirationalists

Traditionalists

Lifestylists

1        2       3       4       5       6       7        8        9       10Survey conducted Jan. 21-25, 2022, among 3,535 employed U.S. adults, with an unweighted margin of error of up 
to +/-2 percentage points.
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Life is easier with remote work, but many find work harder

Remote workers were asked which items are easier or harder in an at-home work environment
(net difference between shares answering easier vs. harder)

Survey conducted Jan. 21-25, 2022, among 3,535 employed U.S. adults, with an unweighted margin of error of +/-2 percentage points.

48 22 52 35 72

45 25 56 34 69

44 21 52 43 69

40 23 48 12 55

30 13 30 6 57

14 9 25 -6 46

11 8 17 -1 11

7 -4 16 -7 13

5 1 16 -5 8

-3 -3 1 -19 -2

Minimalists Transactionalists Aspirationalists Traditionalists Lifestylists

Scheduling necessary appointments such as 
home repairs and visits to the doctor

Spending time with family and friends

Focusing on child care or other caregiving 
responsibilities

Maintaining a healthy lifestyle

Producing high-quality work

Staying focused on work/being productive

Getting performance reviews from your boss 
or manager

Communicating with your boss or manager

Being considered for promotion

Communicating with co-workers

Adults across all worker 
profiles find that remote work 
allows them to more easily 
take care of “life tasks” such 
as scheduling appointments 
and maintaining a healthy 
lifestyle.

Traditionalists and 
Transactionalists find it 
harder to do their jobs 
remotely, reporting difficulty 
communicating with others 
and producing high-quality 
work.
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The pandemic increased hours worked for many — and some want even more

Respondents’ reported change in 
hours worked compared with 

before the pandemic

Respondents were asked if they would 
be willing to work more hours per 

week for additional pay

68%

72%

79%

62%

64%23%

25%

15%

17%

19%

FEWER MORE

37%

23%

41%

28%

26%

15%

22%

16%

17%

21%

Minimalists

Transactionalists

Aspirationalists

Traditionalists

Lifestylists

NO YES

Survey conducted Jan. 21-25, 2022, among 3,535 employed U.S. adults, with an unweighted margin of error of +/-2 
percentage points.

Despite a net increase in reported 
hours worked due to the pandemic, 
workers surveyed are satisfied with 
their current hours. Most would 
even be willing to work more for 
additional compensation.

Aspirationalists and Minimalists are 
most likely to say they’re working too 
many hours. Aspirationalists are also 
the most likely to want more hours for 
more pay, indicating this group may be 
susceptible to burnout.

The Transactionalist cohort is least 
likely to maintain full-time hours, with 
just 38% working more than 35 hours 
per week. They’re also the least likely 
to want more hours.
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Workers across all segments are more likely to consider relocating within their state than moving to out of state or abroad.

Aspirationalists and Minimalists are the most likely to consider any kind of move for work. This is notable because these groups are disproportionately salaried 
workers who are more likely to be asked to relocate for work.

Aspirationalists, Minimalists are most willing to relocate for work

60% 57% 54%

38%

47%
43% 44%

31%

63% 60% 57%

41%

49%
44% 41%

21%

46%
42% 42%

29%

To another city in your state To another county in your state To another state To another country

Minimalists Transactionalists Aspirationalists Traditionalists Lifestylists

Share of each group willing to relocate for work

Survey conducted Jan. 21-25, 2022, among 3,535 employed U.S. adults, with an unweighted margin of error of +/-2 percentage points.
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Although each worker profile is unique, being a provider and maintaining 
relationships with family and friends are at the top of all workers’ personal 
priorities. Decisions about how and where to work are weighed in the context 
of personal values and health concerns, as the pandemic’s effects are far 
from over. Leaders making personnel decisions must take care not to 
conflate their own values with those of their employees.

Many workers feel they are working more hours than they were before the 
pandemic. They may be managing workloads from colleagues who have left 
or making up for inefficiencies, and those working from home have lost a 
critical boundary between their work and personal lives that can cause work 
hours to creep up. Still, most workers say they would be willing to work 
even more hours, provided they received additional pay.

Remote arrangements allow for greater flexibility between personal and work 
responsibilities throughout the day, so that the business of life can happen 
between meetings and tasks. Workers also have an easier time producing 
high-quality work at home, suggesting that distractions aren’t diminishing 
work quality, although productivity by traditional metrics may suffer. With 
such flexibility, work is more likely to be spread out across more time.
Employers must recognize the benefits of both the in-person office 

environment and remote work. Coming out the pandemic, workers may find 
themselves overstimulated and struggling to focus when returning to the 
office, even while valuing the opportunity to reconnect and collaborate with 
colleagues. By contrast, the remote environment lends itself to greater focus 
and tasks requiring deep analysis.

What this means for employers

Questions employers should ask themselves:

• How well do we understand our employees’ personal values?

• How do our current strategies and plans reflect the range of our 
employees’ values?

• What do our employees expect in terms of flexible work 
arrangements, and what can we do to meet those needs? How 
can we ensure communication and advancement opportunities 
for remote workers?

• What is our plan for adjusting compensation to stay competitive 
and reflect current work conditions?



Buoy Your Employer Brand Amid 
Shifting Worker Norms
How companies should be reading this research 

SECTION 4
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24%
of employed adults in the United States plan to leave their current 
job to find a new job in the next year.

Attracting talent and reducing churn are paramount, but employers’ 
old playbooks aren’t effective in the new worker context.

Modern workplace benefits such as hybrid arrangements and the 
increasing drive to align jobs with self-fulfillment might help some 
employers stand out, but that’s only a differentiated benefit for 
Aspirationalists and Lifestylists, who together represent just one-
third of workers.

Moreover, for brands that staff public spaces, such as retailers, 
hotels and restaurants, there are large disparities in offering access 
to benefits like hybrid work arrangements.

Survey conducted Jan. 21-25, 2022, among 3,535 employed U.S. adults, with an unweighted 
margin of error of +/-2 percentage points.

Assuming your company is meeting employee table stakes expectations 
for competitive pay and workplace safety, the next priority is finding 
flexible opportunities for remote, hybrid and on-site workers. Working 
from home isn’t possible for many roles, but ensuring that managers 
respect employees’ personal time and priorities can help reduce churn.

Share of respondents who are planning to leave their current job for 
a new job in the next year

28%

21%

27%

20%

31%

Minimalists Transactionalists Aspirationalists Traditionalists Lifestylists
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Flexibility: How our new workers rate their employers, and what they want from 
future employers

Survey conducted Jan. 21-25, 2022, among 3,535 employed U.S. adults, with an unweighted margin of error of +/-2 percentage points.

*Respondents rated each attribute on a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 is not important at all and 10 is very important

Minimalists Transactionalists Aspirationalists Traditionalists Lifestylists

Supports 
work-life balance

Offers flexible 
working hours

Offers flexibility 
in where I work

less more

Share who rated the attribute 8-10 in 
importance if looking for a new job*

Share who said their current 
employer does this at least “well”

Share who rated the attribute 8-10 in 
importance if looking for a new job*

Share who said their current 
employer does this at least “well”

Share who rated the attribute 8-10 in 
importance if looking for a new job*

Share who said their current 
employer does this at least “well”
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Pay and benefits: How our new workers rate their employers, and what they want from 
future employers

Survey conducted Jan. 21-25, 2022, among 3,535 employed U.S. adults, with an unweighted margin of error of +/-2 percentage points.

*Respondents rated each attribute on a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 is not important at all and 10 is very important

Offers 
competitive pay

Offers the health 
care benefits 

I need

Offers a
clear path to 

advancement

Minimalists Transactionalists Aspirationalists Traditionalists Lifestylists

less more

Share who rated the attribute 8-10 in 
importance if looking for a new job*

Share who said their current 
employer does this at least “well”

Share who rated the attribute 8-10 in 
importance if looking for a new job*

Share who said their current 
employer does this at least “well”

Share who rated the attribute 8-10 in 
importance if looking for a new job*

Share who said their current 
employer does this at least “well”
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ESG: How our new workers rate their employers, and what they want from future employers

Survey conducted Jan. 21-25, 2022, among 3,535 employed U.S. adults, with an unweighted margin of error of +/-2 percentage points.

*Respondents rated each attribute on a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 is not important at all and 10 is very important

Believes in the 
importance of 

diversity, equity 
and inclusion

Share who rated the attribute 8-10 in 
importance if looking for a new job*

Share who said their current 
employer does this at least “well”

Has a diverse 
leadership team Share who rated the attribute 8-10 in 

importance if looking for a new job*

Share who said their current 
employer does this at least “well”

Cares about
the environment Share who rated the attribute 8-10 in 

importance if looking for a new job*

Share who said their current 
employer does this at least “well”

Minimalists Transactionalists Aspirationalists Traditionalists Lifestylists

less more
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Workplace safety: How our new workers rate their employers, and what they want from 
future employers

Survey conducted Jan. 21-25, 2022, among 3,535 employed U.S. adults, with an unweighted margin of error of +/-2 percentage points.

*Respondents rated each attribute on a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 is not important at all and 10 is very important

Offers a safe 
work environment Share who rated the attribute 8-10 in 

importance if looking for a new job*

Share who said their current 
employer does this at least “well”

Adjusts workplace 
policies based 

on COVID-19 
safety guidelines

Share who rated the attribute 8-10 in 
importance if looking for a new job*

Share who said their current 
employer does this at least “well”

Requires COVID-19 
vaccination

for employees
Share who rated the attribute 8-10 in 
importance if looking for a new job*

Share who said their current 
employer does this at least “well”

Minimalists Transactionalists Aspirationalists Traditionalists Lifestylists

less more
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Just as the five archetypes have different work preferences, they also have varying 
opinions on how well their employers are meeting their needs. While Aspirationalists 
tend to praise their employers, Transactionalists believe their employers need to 
improve across most categories. Minimalists, Traditionalists and Lifestylists fall 
somewhere in between.

What this means for employers

Questions employers should ask themselves:

• How do applicants view us?

• Are our policies and practices seen as in line with what’s important to people?

• Do people feel that we are taking active steps to deliver on the areas that are 
important to them?

• What is our greatest strength as an employer? What’s our greatest weakness?

• Are we attracting the kind of worker profile that best fits our hiring needs?
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This report draws from survey research conducted Jan. 21-25, 2022, 
among 6,610 U.S. adults, including 3,535 employed adults.

The bulk of the analysis in this report was done using a cluster analysis 
technique, which is a specific, (semi-)automated way of segmenting our 
respondents. Cluster analysis requires some human decisions and input, 
including which features to include in analysis and method of choice. 
“Features” refers to the existing variables that were selected to be used in 
the cluster analysis.

Morning Consult data scientists used partitioning around medoids (PAM), also 
known as k-medoids, to develop the clusters in this report. This cluster 
analysis method is robust, with the ability to include outliers and allow users 
to input exclusively quantitative or mixed features.

The PAM analysis develops clusters by placing respondents into relatively 
homogenous groups based on distances between responses to the selected 
features. For this report, the features were selected for the cluster analysis 
with the intent to sort respondents based on their experiences with and 

perspectives on work, as well as how they value work in their lives. 
Throughout this report, the results of a five-cluster PAM model with mixed 
feature inputs are used for analysis.

Some of the research shown here is also from Morning Consult’s Return to 
Normal project — which polls 2,200 U.S. adults every week on issues 
connected to the COVID-19 pandemic.

All interviews were conducted online, and the data was weighted to 
approximate respective populations of adults based on gender, educational 
attainment, race and region. Topline results from the January survey have a 
margin of error of +/-1 percentage point.

About the data behind this report
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